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Tales From The Day
“A collection of 19 humorous, moving, and often heart-pounding stories.”
“McFarland is one helluva story teller - and a good
guy to have along when you get thrown in jail.”
Mike Delaney, Author Cyclone Bobcat

REVIEWERS ARE SAYING…
“...extremely well written. Read this book for pure fun and enjoyment. The stories are amazing and incredibly, all
TRUE!” Steven Arenas, Emmy nominee. 21 years, TV animation. Director, major studio TV animation post
production, 15 years.
“…feast on a remarkable array of first-person accounts. McFarland combines astute observations, skilled
storytelling, and a blend of amusement, self-awareness and candor that most of us couldn’t muster even after years
of therapy.” Bill Lenz, Writer, Producer, Director, Narrator; 4 time Cindy Award winner; 4 time Telly Award
winner; 2 time Cine Golden Eagle Award winner; winner Grand Award and others
"McFarland’s prose is colorful and conversational, filled with sharp details and wonderfully evocative
asides…These are stories for…around the campfire…” “… readers…should thoroughly enjoy these feats of
boldness, chaos, wit, and luck. A collection of anecdotes in the classic sense: happenings meant to thrill and
entertain.” — Kirkus Reviews
“An apt title for this book would be Adventures of a Young Man. But alas, Hemingway has already gobbled that
one up. Wayne McFarland’s rollicking memoir reads like the autobiography of a mature Huckleberry Finn. This
series of separate vignettes weaves into a narrative arc, that describes a number of humorous misadventures strewn
along the pathway to maturity and ultimate success. The tales are all well-paced, brilliantly written, poignant,
agonizing, funny and, in places, all-consuming.” R.Bruce Logan, Author, Back to Vietnam: Tours of the Heart;
Finding Lien, and As The Lotus Blooms
“McFarland takes the reader on a rollicking, freewheeling, often times poignant and scary ride across a landscape
few of us have ever seen or imagined. He uses the hidden, off-the-beaten path as a canvas to paint a portrait of a
life well lived, full of the triumphs, failures, and introspection that define the human experience. His story telling
style lies at the intersection where William Least Heat Moon, Poe Ballentine, Ken Kesey, and Hunter S.
Thompson meet and mingle yet it is totally unique in tone and texture. It is an honest and straight-forward read
that everyone can enjoy and relate to.” Michael Kaiser Literary Blogger
“Wayne has a way of telling a true story that captivates and holds your attention. Can’t put it down. Want to know
what’s next. This shows what an exciting life you can have if you try hard enough. Exciting, scary, hilarious and
poignant.” Richard Bultman, Attached To Army Intelligence (Cold war)
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